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About This Game
Race like a champion in F1 2015 - get closer than ever before to the experience of racing in the world’s most glamorous,
exciting and prestigious motorsport. F1 2015 puts you in the heart of the action with a stunning new game engine that recreates
the blisteringly fast and highly responsive racing cars of FORMULA ONE™ and features all-new ‘broadcast presentation’ that
immerses you in the unique race day atmosphere. F1 2015 is the official videogame of the 2015 FIA FORMULA ONE
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™ and also features fully playable 2014 FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™
bonus content. Compete as your favourite FORMULA ONE star in the new Championship Season and push yourself to the limit
in the challenging Pro Season mode. Hone your skills in the new Online Practice Session, and then challenge your friends and
racing rivals from across the world in Online Multiplayer.
•A STUNNING NEW GAME ENGINE – A brand new game engine, built from the ground up for the latest consoles and PCs
allows players to experience FORMULA 1™ in unprecedented detail.
•THE MOST RELEVANT FORMULA 1 GAME YET – An earlier release in the racing calendar and with free digital
updates set to keep the game up to date with the sport during the season, F1 2015 brings fans the most relevant FORMULA 1
videogame ever.
• THE MOST INCLUSIVE F1 RACING EXPERIENCE EVER – Featuring a naturally authentic purely physics-based
handling model with enhancements and additions in over 20 areas, F1 2015 is designed to be player inclusive for both seasoned
players and those new to the series.
•NEW GAME MODES – Immerse yourself in the new Championship Season, test yourself to the limits in Pro Season or use
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the new Online Practice Session to hone your skills before taking on rivals across the world in Online Multiplayer.
•BONUS CONTENT – Look back at last year’s exciting season and enjoy a fully playable 2014 FIA FORMULA ONE
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™ as bonus game content.
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Title: F1 2015
Genre: Racing, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters, Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Codemasters, Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64 bit or Windows 8 64 bit
Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad @ 3.0GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 @ 3.2GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel 4th Gen Iris Graphics or AMD HD5770 or NVIDIA GTS450
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 20 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible soundcard
Additional Notes: Supported Graphics Cards: DirectX 11 Graphics Card Required Intel: 4th Gen Iris or Higher, Intel Iris Pro
Series AMD: HD5770 or Higher, HD6770 or Higher, HD7750 or Higher, R7 250 or Higher, R9 Series Nvidia: GTS450 or
Higher, GT545 or Higher, GT640 or Higher, GT740 or Higher, GTX900 Series

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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So far I have been left with a bitter taste in my mouth and cannot recommend this game... yet.
Pros:
The graphics and optimisation. I have a FX-8320 and a GTX 970. I'm getting 60+ FPS with the whole grid on ultra.
The handling model. I have a G27 and I am happy with the FFB and the physics have vastly improved, especially compared to
F1 2014.
Cons:
No safety car. I don't know Codemasters reasoning for this but I personally feel it takes away from the game.
This game crashes more than Maldonado. Ran a benchmark, crashed. Tried online, crashed. Started pro season mode, crashed.
You get the idea.
Littered with bugs. For now there is only one that I find truly game breaking. When I play Pro season mode, (for those who dont
know, it is supposed to turn off all HUD and assists and locks you into cockpit cam) I still have all the assists on and since the
menu is greyed out I can't manually turn them off.
I would advise anybody interested in this game, to be patient and wait for future fixes and then consider a purchase.
May update this in the future. 10\/07\/15
-----------------------------------------------------------24 hours of game time later I feel it is time to update my review.
First off, since my first review they released a 2nd patch on the day of release, which is pathetic that it was even needed in the
first place as it wasnt even a large one. Thankfully though it seems to have fixed the game crashing so Pastor can now sit safe
and keep his reputation.
The more I have driven in this game the more and more I'm enjoying racing the AI and the handling model. The Championship
season, Quick race and Time trial modes are the ONLY parts of the game I would consider ready to be released. Pro season and
Multiplayer however were and STILL ARE NOT READY.
For the first time in the series you can actually race the AI wheel-to-wheel, and unlike Project Cars there aggresion is about
right. The AI are very spacially aware so if you were to dive up there inside they won't turn in on you. They are also very racey
themselves as they wont back out 100 metres before a braking zone as before, and will try to outbrake you if you leave the door
open. For reference I have the AI on the hardest setting.
However I would consider Championship season mode ready,although it does have a few features missing. You can no longer
underfuel the car in this game and since you can no longer run rich fuel mix for longer than half a lap before your engine
overheats, I end up with around 5 laps of fuel left at the end of a 100% race. You can no longer fully customize your strategy
before the race, you can only choose between preselected strategies given to you by your teams strategist and with 100% races,
generally speaking you're given 2 options but if you qualify within the top 10 it's normally 1. My final complaint with
Championship season mode is the inability to customize the weekend length. There are 3 choices and cant be tweaked. Short
weekend- 15 mins practice, one-shot qualifying, 25% race. Normal weekend- 30 mins practice, one qualifying round, 50% race.
Long weekend- 1 hour practice, full 3 rounds of qualifying, 100% race.
Quick race works as it should with you being able to actually tweak it to your liking and there's not much else to say. Time Trial
has been improved upon now as at most circuits\/corners the game is strict with you leaving track limits, but my new favourite
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feature is you can copy setups from people at the top of the leaderboards. I highly recommend doing this unless you want to be
left alone and know what you're doing. My only problem with Time Trial is that at some corners you can still exceed track limits
and not have your lap invalidated. Is it really that hard code"masters" to just invalidate laptimes if you exceed track limits with
all 4 wheels regardless of time lost\/gained?
I feel the need to mention at this point that the F1 2014 season is also included in this game as I'm rather neutral to its
integration. Albeit a nice bonus, I bought this game for the 2015 season and would rather have had them focus more time on the
current season than the previous one.
The problem with Pro season mode mentioned in my first review is still there and upon further review I think there was no real
need for Codemasters to even add this mode as you can change your HUD, assist and camera angle in Championship season
mode to the exact same settings.
Now the real big-hitter that is Multiplayer. Blandly put, the multiplayer is a mess, there's no two ways about it. From
unpredictable ghosting, to desynchonised lobbies, to driving through pit crews, to just straight up random teleporting,
multiplayer is completely and utterly broken. With a supposed brand-new netcode, which showcases Codemasters "master"
coding, multiplayer has been crippled before even mentioning there new matchmaking system known as "hoppers". The main
problem with the new system is the player base gets spread out so much between the different game types that it takes so much
longer to find the game even in the first week since release.
After having played the game for a longer time period now, I would only recommend this game to people if you are
only\/mainly interested in the singleplayer experience. If Multiplayer was the main attraction stay clear as if it was a sprintmode
lap 1 trainwreck of a pileup.
Further updates pending upon release of further patches or DLC. 14\/07\/15. The game has a lot of bugs. Every patch is a black
box when you don't know if you are able to play it after. I was not able to play twice after their patches and had to wait till the
next one. The game also lacks some cool features from F1 2014 like the car engine wear.. A game filled with promises from the
developers, only to turn out to be the same old song and dance for the sixth time in a row.
Somehow codemasters manage to improve one aspect of their game every year, and that's it. They find new ways to remove
immersion, reduce feeling & distance you away from a solid experience.
I've heavily defended this series and the developers every year since the inception of the F1 series at Codies. But this is
embarrassing.
The Pros:
The cars are much more controllable and the handling feels much better than the last iteration.
The UI is a big improvement.
The Cons:
The AI is awful,
The Force Feedback is numb,
The game is filled with graphics bugs and frame drops (frame drops unacceptable in a racing game),
The anti aliasing turns on some kind of weird hazey glow around everything,
The tyres don't feel like they're in contact with the road, they float about,
Menus are still navigated with arrow keys, a clear sign of a direct port from console to PC,
Removal of safety car,
Removal of career mode,
Terrible animations and awful character models.
There are many more cons to pros in the game. Overall if you've played any of the other F1 games, you've played this game.
Hundreds of hours into the series & nothing improves.. EDIT 12\/07\/2015:
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So today I was excited to begin a full championship season with Williams.
I selected the Championship mode, selected Legend difficulty.
Like every other F1 game, I wanted to do a 25% race, with full qualifying.
Well in F1 2015 you can't. If you want full qualifying, you have to do a 100% race.
WHY? Why can I choose my qualy length in a single race, but not in a championship mode?
Eventually I concede to doing one-shot qualy, not the end of the world.
I land in the pits in Australia - the frame rate has gone to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I exited the pit lane to a
10FPS mess.
I ran a race around Silverstone on high settings at excellent frame rates yesterday, what is going on?
I turned the graphics settings to low and restarted, frame rate was back to 60 FPS, but it looked horrid. Increased to medium
settings - back to 10 FPS.
I am done.
I am requesting my refund. As you can see from my initial review below, I was willing to give the game a chance.
This is unacceptable, I will not be buying a Codemasters game again.
I will be playing the F1 mod on Assetto Corsa if anyone needs me.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------After the disapointment of F1 2014, I expected much better this time around. CM had a lot of extra time to get this right, given
how little focus was given to F1 2014
I am running the game on an i5 4690k, R9 280x and from and SDD, haven't had any performance issues or crashes yet.
The FFB on my G27 is average, not much feeling in low speed corners, but after 20 laps of Silverstone I am OK with it. Physics
are what I expected from a CM F1 game more or less.
The graphics are very disappointing, PC looks worse than the gameplay videos on youtube for PS4 and XB1. There is a weird
blur on everything, nothing looks sharp.
Sound is poor, isnt well mixed.
I am going to keep the game, there is a solid base to be built on, hopefully CM patch it quick.
This seems to be a rushed PC port. I am giving thumbs down until these issues have been resolved.
Can't say I would recommend the game, but my experience is definitely not as bad as others.. I have never felt the need to
provide a game review before but this game is special. Crashes constantly. Button assignments change randomly. Stuck in menus
endlessly. This is the worst case of a completely non-functional release I have ever seen. Throttle revs but the car won't move.
Did somebody leave the parking brake on?
Completely unpayable!. it crash all the time
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I expected so much more.
When Codemasters said: "We took Mercedes' stance with regard to taking a gap year like they did in 2013 to make 2014
amazing, we did the same in 2014 to make 2015 out of this world". But they haven't. They've taken a step back.
There are constant crashes. There's still no parade lap. There's no more safety cars. Worse yet - there's no career mode for
drivers who wish to live the F1 dream.
They've recommended a GTX 970 as a GPU - which I have, yet the game looks smudgy at best. Sure it runs fluidly in 60 FPS,
but cut scenes and replays are at 30 FPS.
The bugs like missing championship points in the full season after the game crashes is pathetic. I had a 40 point lead in the
championship after the game crashes, and started Round 10 with all the drivers on 0 points.
But the MOST irritating thing - you can't do 25% races with full practice sessions or full qualifying. I have 300+ games to play
on Steam, I don't have time to do a full race. Let me race at 25% and enjoy your game, and let me do 3 quali runs like I used to
do. Is that too much to ask? You're losing my faith, Codies. I bought this game in the same hour it went on pre-order on Steam,
even before you announced that it was for sale on Facebook.
They've really let us down.. EDIT - dunno what you did but a couple of updates later and it's a lot more playable and I'm
competing for race wins. I have to get in the Ferrari to do it, obviously, but it's something. Well done, keep up the good work.
You guys have neutered a game that had potential. In some ways the cars behave more like their real life counterparts. The AI is
better. But this S.O.B of a game just does not work properly, and you've nixed loads of features that had no business being
removed. I don't know if you panicked because you figured this game was your last chance to redeem yourself, but you picked a
terrible time to mess up. I regret buying this thing, and I've really enjoyed the F1 series up to now. Hopefully you can iron out
some of the bugs and glitches, but it's the missing features that confuse me the most. I have no idea what you were thinking.
Better luck next time chaps.. Having purchased F1 games from the year dot and played all of them from Geoff Crammonds
Revs right up to the recent Codemasters run (2010 to 2014) I was thrilled to see the new one come out much earlier and with a
brand new engine.
How disappointed I was when I finally got to play it. Where to start with the issues...
Handling: It's impossible. Even for an experienced racer like me, it's utterly impossible. The car randomly vears off the track at
sudden intervals that make little to no sense (on power, not on power, sometimes mid corner, sometimes late corner, sometimes
on entry) its impossible to predict or correct in many instances without adding more grass to the tyres. I get it, you want it to be
realistic, but lets face it, unless you are Pastor Maldonado, this is far from realistic.
Forget setting up controls either, it seems Codemasters decided we didnt need those options... And my wheel just simply refuses
to be detected other than as a gamepad (!!!).
The menus are ridiculous too, its really really hard to navigate. It makes little to no sense and doesnt even match the previous
versions of the game, so its like trying to learn something new all over again, it just adds to the sense of frustration while playing
it. If that wasn't bad enough, when you start a game, the usual ESC button used in every other menu, doesnt do anything (!!!)
instead I had to smash many keys until a menu came up (its P by the way).
The graphics aren't even very good either, despite running a very high end PC with 16gb of ram and 970 graphics card. It looked
worse than last year...
Then there is the season part. Taken away completely and replaced by a single season system where you drive as one of the
current drivers. Why can't I use my own damn name and race across many seasons like in previous years games?
It feels like they've taken away all the flexibility of the old games, replaced the engine with something worse and made the menu
system infuriating.
I haven't even mentioned constant frame dips and stuttering during actually trying to stay on the track.
This should be renamed "ice truck simulator 2015" but then perhaps that title would actually be fun instead of feeling like I've
had my testicles squashed in a vice while having vinegar poured in my face (something I'd rather have than play this game in its
current state).
. This game runs very well, but the AI is so\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it likes to crash more into you then to take
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position fairly. This is some bullsh*t. Codemasters! We make one step forward and dozens backwards at the same time!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------They make me feel bad and ashamed about working in the same industry!
QUOTE "Skidmeister":
F1 Race Stars is a better Formula 1 game than this......
I have been a fan of Codmasters F1 and Dirt series games since the first release. I preordered this game with the information
that I read over the internet from reviewers and from the Codies website. I also used my previous experience with Codmasters
F1 games as a basis on what type of quality to expect from a game like this one. I have previously purchased Dirt, Dirt 2, Dirt 3,
F1 2010 thru 2014 from Steam and for the most part was happy with my purchase. I am also a fan of other racing titles that are
more sim than game such as IRacing, Project cars. I have enjoyed playing Race 07, Asetto Corsa except the game server on
Asetto Coursa is a joke. I spent many hours in Papyrus titles like GPL and their Nascar series , and also on Geoff Crammonds
World Circuit thru his GP4. I have seen both the good and bad of all these titles at their best and worst. I did not set my
expectations for F1 2015 any higher than what I had seen them previously release.
Common sense would dictate that a company that has been making F1 games for the PC since their September release in 2010
would have a good handle on what it takes to get a game ready to market. Common sense need not apply here. It seems with the
release of F1 2015 Codmasters has indeed returned to it's roots......console gaming. This title was written with that customer in
mind. The control menus are a joke with no punchline. I was never able to get both my CSW V2 wheel and Richmotech real
race gear pedals to work at the same time. It is a game that really does not have a target audience and does not know where to fit
in. With a shameful lack of content considering what was in previous releases, there is no safety car, interviews, career mode, coop mode, or classic F1 cars. The sheer scarcity of options and modes means this is yet another year where the "Official F1 tiein" never even gets to the starting grid. The amount of modes left out of this title is borderline criminal and scandalous. It feels
like less than half a game was released at a premium price no less. They "throw in" the 2014 season as a bonus, because it's
obvious they intend to BONE US with this title and the absense of so much of what should be seen as standard for F1. This
publisher is so hell bent on hitting it's yearly release schedule that it pulled this one out of the oven half baked.
I run a high end system and love to see titles push that hardware for what its worth. My current rig features a core !7-5960, 64
gb ddr4, (2) Titan X video cards in SLI, 2 ASUS G-sync 27" monitors at a res of 5890 x 1080 bezel corrected @144 hz.
Aparently I would have had better results on a console system with this title. It crashed the first few times I ran a benchmark test
so bad I needed to reload my video drivers and recalibrate the monitors as this game had them stuck in limbo after multiple
crashes. This game crashes more than Maldonado and Grosjean combined. The graphics looked bad even when I got them to
display, but they were constantly blinking and flashing, seemingly fishing for a proper state of display this catastrophy of a game
could not deliver. It looked like it was snowing in Singapore and it nearly caused me to have suffer a seizure from the constant
screen blinking. Because I never was ablle to get my wheel and pedals working at the same time, even though they worked fine
in all their previous titles, I can not comment on the physics. The track textures have a filtery feeling that left me nausiated as
well. This game is so awkwardly stylized it's more like a bad cartoon Anime, than a racing title.
I would have to say that afer a few hours of utter frustration spent trying to fix all the problems that run rampant with simple
setup of this game, that the quit menu works great and that's about all. Also thats what I suggest, quit buying these half baked
mess and let Codemasters know it no excuses as it is not their first rodeo, but could be their last. The best thing to do with this
game is delete it permantly from your drive. There are plenty of good titles that offer proper racing that works to deal with this
junk. Return it and get a refund while you can.
In a side note to STEAM, shame on you too. I have been a customer for over 8 years and have never even tried to return a title. I
tried multiple times to get a refund on this as I was never able to complete even one lap, but was told that beacause I had more
than 2 hours of trying to fix this worthless piece of junk, that they would not refund my money. Instead opting to join their coconspirator Codmasters in ripping of a loyal customer for short term profit. Shame on you STEAM and Codmasters, I have
purchased many of your products and recommended them to my friends, alas my policy is changed on that too. I will NEVER
pre purchase a title again with this return policy. I had always believed that STEAM treated their customers fairly and with
respect, but I see this was yet another lesson learned from this terible gaming experience.
Your money would be much better spent on the 2012 or 2013 Codemasters F1 games than this abortion of a game. I would
recommend Project Cars or IRacing to anyone looking for a Racing Sim.
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Had either of those titles offered all the cars or tracks from the current F1 season I would have never bothered with this
lackluster castrophy in the first place. Save your money and buy something else.. Dear Codemasters,
What the hell? I have been a loyal fan of your racing games since 2007, but what is it with the F1 series? All the opporunity and
all the promise and in every release problem after problem after problem. The most stable of the series was probably 2012
(though no FP1 and FP2 and the wet-to-dry transition problems still hurt). F1 2015 - released 2 months earlier than has been
typical, and it's not ready for distribution. Let's make a simple and, I think, fair comparison:
- DiRT Rally - came with some bugs, but that was the point right? I mean, it was touted as an Early Release title for which the
community feedback has been integral to QAing the game as such that you have been able to appropriately focus your
development efforts, and it's worked - immaculately. And... For those of us who got in early, we paid what, 60% of the cost of a
full release?
- F1 2015 - where to begin. Evidently from a development perspective, QA cycles have been all but completely omitted it
seems. Some of the graphical elements are certainly more polished, and the handling model is refined, but otherwise, this badboy is completely smattered with issues. I am running an i7 5820 w\/ 64 GB DDR4 and 2 GTX 970s in SLI and I am getting
significant amounts of "blur" at assorted points throughout gameplay - not only while driving - it really doesn't look great. I tried
"Reset To Track" and my car jumped around in reverse, smoked a wall and came to rest backwards on the track - that was an
effect I was able to reproduce. The AI continuously drive up from behind me and smoke me like I'm not even there, sending me
off track, damaging my car, and even penalising me. In just two hours of gameplay I had a crash when running benchmark
mode, a random crash in the middle of a lap, 2 instances where when I started the game it was unresponsive to keyboard inputs
for minutes, timing screens which flicker, setup screens which overlay one another making it virtually impossible to read the
two conflicting layers of text, and a desaturated (almost to the point of being entirely greyscale) camera view once I used a
flashback. All the points about "I can't make my own character", I personally couldn't care (well, aside from missing the helmet
which I have used since F1 2010!), but the base playability MUST be there for full release, and in this case it isn't. Oh, and
what's up with giving us PC'ers the option to try to use the voice commands if the functionality was never intended for the
platform - it almost seems "mean" - queue up that fat Nelson kid from The Simpsons.
It's unfortunate that "the pinacle of motorsport" is not represented appropriately, but I guess with the "state of F1" being what it
is, what else can be expected?
DiRT, DiRT 2, DiRT Rally, GRID - all amazing unforgettable titles, but F1 - the series has not been executed to the extent it
should have been once yet. That's $360 I have been stupid enough to spend on not a single product which actually worked
through and through. At this point I am officially turned off as I expect 50% - 60% of the community is, or will be over the
coming days, based on the forums so far.
It's a sad day...

**UPDATED**
More issues:
Multiplayer - constant screen flickering - not changes to the settings from when I play in Championship or Pro Season
modes.
Engineer - I cannot hear a word my engineer says even with the car and environment turned down to 50 and the Speech
to 100.
Quit Game - Every time I go to quit game, Steam looks as though it's DLing a patch or something, prior to me getting
an Error 41.
Multiplayer - obviously not a glitch \/ bug, but Codies, did you really make the decision to include a Custom
Multiplayer season where AI racers were not included? Like, I want to do the full season (co-op or adversarial) with a
friend, but I can only race him... Yeah, there's no AI - how fun is that? And otherwise I have to find another 18 people
to fill the grid and be online for Practice, Qually, and Race distances.... I Just cant bring myself to play any more, while
the graphics, physics, and AI out match previous versions, this version severly lacks on realism in the sport. unable to
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make career choices ( 3 nonadjustable set ups) unable to really tweak your car after quali or practice, and no SC.
really? how the hell do you expect to have a race with accidents and not have a SC or any red flags? I think I'll reinstall
my older versions.. this game is garbage. Getting better after every patch.......
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